
Alchemist unveils
the cast of the

Olympians movie!  CCastingastingCallCall
Here's a brief list of what we
know "The Olympians"
movie won't have: long, over
dramatic scenes on shores
and crying. What it will be?
A space odyssey, the first
based on our legion of
superheroes. Now, they've
been adapted in film before...
the real world soldiers
starring in a Saturday
morning segment for kids in
the 70s. Yet it's this second
generation's first debut on the
silver screen. With the
dynamic duo of Robert 

Zemeckis and Bob Gale
(Back to the Future)
chosen to direct and pen
and direct the script last
March, the film is
already a guaranteed
success. But who would
star in such an
adventure? Several
rumors have been
spread the last few
months, detailing the
film's surely star-
studded cast. 

Hallie Berry- Athena
That's right! In the film's
leading role, we have
Hallie Berry (The
Flintstones). She has the
same charismatic and
confident attitude of our
hero. But is she fit to play
a hero?

Prince- Orion Lightray
A popular fancast, Prince has
been an outspoken part of "The
Olympians"'s development, even
writing a script in 1986 that
never found a director. Rumors
are currently circulating that he
will also compose an original
score for the film.78



Tim Roth- Swordsman
In the role of the Swordsman,
Tim Roth (Pulp Fiction) has
been cast. Will he be able to
imitate the Swordsman iconic
accent? Will this film feature
the 1992 incident that stole the
Swordsman life? 

Stacey Dash- Moonshine 
Stacey Dash (Clueless)
lands her biggest role yet as
everyone's favorite archer,
Moonshine! Talk about
perfect casting, right? 

Void- Samuel L. Jackson

If I was Walter Thurgood (The Void), I
wouldn't be sure how to feel. 30 years old at
the time this film was set in, and played by a
48 year old actor. Personally, I'd be offended.
But then again... with Samuel L Jackson in
the role, I'd probably consider myself quite
lucky. 79

This one's just perfect. Playing
Goldwing, the Arcangel, winged
bad boy that vanished is Leonardo
DiCaprio, the notorious teen
hearthrob. This casting is sure to
make the ladies swoon. 

Leonardo Dicaprio- Goldwing



Nicholas Cage- The Gun 
Playing THE GUN, is
Nicholas Cage. That's
right, they gave Nicholas
Cage a gun.

Playing the film's two antagonists, Jeremy Northam (Wuthering Heights) and
Jack Nicholson (The Shining.) Though their roles are unconfirmed, Northam
is rumored to be playing anti-hero radical, the Shameless. While, despite not
yet being confirmed, Nicholson is a clear contender for Athena's arch-
nemesis, the Mummy.  

There are also rumors that both Zeus and Posiedon will make appearences in
the film. 

Next month, the Alechemist will be having an interview with the film's
producer, Brutus Martinez. If you'd like to stay in the know, we reccomend
tuning into our morning show at 8:00, where until the film's release we'll be
keeping you all in the know of the film's development. 
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